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1. WHAT Is THE TOTAL WEIGHT of the electrons . 
flowing through a 100-watt lamp filament, burning ‘ 2 
continually for one year on a 115-volt circuit — ‘ . WHAT IS THE AMPERAGE of the average thunder- 
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3. AiR PASSING THROUGH the experimental wind : 4. . . 
tunnel at Wright Field, during a single hour, weighs ‘ 4. THE PUREST FORM of iron ever produced is used 
as much as— (a) Army “jeep”, (b) electric loco- ‘ in— (a) arc-welding electrodes, (b) thermostatic 

motive, (c) medium-size ocean liner? : controls, (c) spectrum analysis? 
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Timken introduced the tapered principle over 48 years ago to 
obtain an anti-friction bearing with the ability to carry radial 
loads, thrust loads or any combination of the two. During the 
ensuing long period of engineering development and experi- 
ence, a constant refinement of design has taken place, making 
the Timken Bearing of.today supreme in performance. 

Here are the three most important features exemplified in the 
design of the Timken Bearing. 

! 
J 
1 = 

1, TRUE ROLLING MOTION 1 = 
This basic necessity is accomplished by making all lines coincident 17 = 
with the tapered surfaces of the rollers, cup and cone, meet at a |_| 
common apex on the axis of the bearing, Figure 1. True rolling I é 
motion always has been incorporated in the Timken Bearing. i bd 

I 
{ 

EE eee] 
I 

2. POSITIVE ROLLER ALIGNMENT 1 ‘ 
During the development of the Timken Bearing, as speed, load and | ae = a 
accuracy requirements increased, various methods were used to I . wa. = 
stabilize the rollers and prevent them skewing on the raceways. The I 
problem finally was solved by so designing the roll end and cone rib, I as 
that when generated during bearing production, perfectly smooth, I g : &, 
mated working surfaces are obtained at the contact area, which keeps , “Ses 
the rollers positively and permanently aligned on the raceways, re- I 
duces friction at this vital point to the minimum and eliminates I 
initial wear. The light areas on the ends of the rollers in Figure 2 I 
show generated contact of roller ends with cone rib. Jl 

l 

LTIPLE PERFORATED CAGE 1) ie 
tt iF: 

wo oe hfe Oo OS 
All the openings in the Timken Bearing cage, Figure 3, are stamped I ‘Sai ee Hy? 
out in one operation by means of multiple perforating dies made I ul ip 3 
to extremely close precision tolerances. This assures exact center: | a 
to-center spacing of the rollers around the periphery of the race- I CM 
ways, so that every roller takes its full share of the load when the I 
bearing is in operation. I 

se : I 

a i 
& A thorough knowledge of Timken Bearing design and application I 

"*. will be one of your best assets when you graduate to enter the I 

professional engineering field. Begin to acquire it now. I ; 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING I TRADE-MARK REG. U. 6. PAT. OFF. @ 
COMPANY, CANTON 6, OHIO I TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS 
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Gas-fired polymerizing oven being charged with i g Hl 7 f Mn 
plastic-coated aluminum flue liners.* C vi C i C i I S 
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Properly baked, 1 
this plastic finish : 
resists cracking.* CS - 

Plastic coating of metal parts expands the whole field of GAS for polymerization ovens because GAS insures the 

applications for both metals and plastics. By varying uniform heat, rapid response to heat control, and exact 

the chemical composition of the plastic an infinite temperatures so essential to processing. 

variety of new surfaces can be created for metals. Where there's a difficult industrial heating problem 

An essential element in the perfect union of metal and there’s a job for GAS. In the fields of plastics, metal- 

plastic is heat—clean, dependable, accurately-controlled lurgy, chemistry, electronics, the productive flames of 

heat—the kind obtained with modern Gas-fired ovens. GAS provide the most flexible, dependable heat source 

Experienced producers of plastic-coated metals, such for pioneering or productioneering. 

as Heremetal Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota, use 
*Photos courtesy of Despatch Oven Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 
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e From the | 
° 9 Editor’s Pen- - 

A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW for Christmas, but the next day all will be back to the 

YEAR! Just a couple of little words that we so often old, an eye for an eye, routine. : 

repeat the last few weeks each year, but why limit these Thus it would seem that we all recognize Christmas 
thoughts to the Christmas season? as a day of great love and charity, but why must we limit 

It was only a few years ago that most of us sat in our 

history class studying the causes and effects of World 

War I, the war to end wars, only to go to a current events : 

class the next hour to review the latest events of the Chi- 

nese-Japanese war, the Ethiopian war, or the Nazi threat Fi Ea iy 

in Europe. No, it hardly made sense to us at the time. se 

Today we are just returning from the worst war in his- ws 

tory, another war to end wars. Are we going to make al 

that statement come true this time? od 7 7 

A year and a half ago the Allied nations were still fight- ae ies = . 

ing against a common enemy in the Pacific, when they 

started arguing over occupation in Europe. The sur- d 

render terms aboard the Battle Ship Missouri had hardly fe nc ee : 

been signed in the Pacific when the Chinese civil war iP s r i 2d i @ | es d 

broke out. Is this the way we are to work together to ae 4 | ale site 

“END WAR”? ee, A. dtd. Oe a 
Perhaps we are working from the wrong view point, or : 

perhaps we have been raised with the wrong spirit. Re- 

member a few years ago when you waited anxiously for ge wwe 

Christmas Eve and Santa Claus to bring those presents? this spirit to a few weeks each season? The BABE born 

Those last few weeks before Christmas you were often in Bethlehem on Christmas day didn’t limit his works to 
cautioned to be good, don’t fight, etc., or Santa might a few weeks each year, yet too many of us today are*in- 

leave an empty stocking? Yes, we followed this advice clined to remember Him and His neighbor but one day 

and were exceptionally good, but oh my, the day after per year. 

Christmas did we tear loose; a whole year before we had You and I, the college student of today, will be the 
to be good again. Yes, a few weeks of kindness each year Engineer, Business Man, Politician, or what have you, of 
and then it’s all forgotten! Even in war we saw the same tomorrow. We will be looked upon as the leaders of this 
idea, a one day, “cease firing”, for Christmas, and then grand country of ours, but are we going to be worthy of 

hard at it again. As I write this article the soft coal work- that position? Are we going to be the narrow minded in- 

ers are all sitting idle while our industries are shutting dividualist who takes all obtainable in his path through 
down, and we are turning off lights and lowering the life, letting the remains fall where they may, or are we 

: temperature of our rooms. Oh, it will probably be settled going to carry a little of the Christmas spirit of love and 

@: Christmas, or at any rate they will call a one day truce charity for our fellow man with us daily, so that our chil- 

in the argument so that everybody can exchange good dren may live in a world built upon the principle of, 

wishes and presents or gather around to eat a good meal “Peace on Earth, Good Will Toward Men”, 

_ THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 5



. e engineering field. The broader viewpoint of the present 
The Engineer; me more mature student body causes it to realize the im- 

Yesterday and Today portance of the fact that no matter how important one’s 

vocation seems it should not exclude everything else. By 

by Emil Kasum e’48 contact with lower classes, trends in thought and outlook 

V ARIOUS articles in this issue depict the gradual de- common now can become traditional behavior in genera- 

velopment of the Engineer through fifty years of con- ‘ tions of classes to come. “Arsenals of Democracy”, a phrase QD 

° tinuous publication. Beginning as a small obscure quar- coined to describe the vital role of American Industry dur- 
terly, the magazine has evolved as an internationally dis- ing the last war, could very well be affixed to our class- 
tributed monthly. In accord with such progressive changes rooms, laboratories and meeting places. The phrase 

the entire College of Engineering has expanded from a_ should be analyzed for besides the obvious meaning, the 
single building on the lower campus until now it occupies stocking of the world’s larder with more and better com- 
six buildings. forts of life, there is the demand for proper direction 

During these fifty years the Engineer has been an in- and organization of that larder. 

tegral part of student activities. By expounding new Responsibility, the price of eminence, must be assumed 
technical advancements, reporting activities, and leading by engineers rather than to expect their efforts to be 

campaigns it has helped bring due recognition of the Col- automatically utilized for the greatest benefits to man- 

lege on the Campus. In keeping pace with technical im- kind. The present and future world calls for engineers 

provements, the important factor of increasing promi- not only highly proficient in the use of slide rules and 

nence of the engineering profession has not been over- drafting boards, but those that will be men and will take 
looked. From the classification of college-trained mechan- their rightful place as leaders. Engineers must be’ able 

ics, the vocation: has become a recognized body ofleaders to understand the needs of those about him and be able 

who are responsible to, society for present and future to direct their special talents towards the highest possible 

progress. This‘ risg: in eminénce is probably the greatest state of satisfaction of those needs. In so doing the en- 

single developmént throughout: the years of the Engi- gineering profession will merit the mantle of leadership 

neer’s publication?’ and responsibility bestowed upon it. 

The present labge influx of students, the greatest in the The next fifty years of the Wisconsin Engineer will un- 

history of the College, affords great opportunities not doubtedly witness great strides in technical advances— 

only to the students as future ehgineers but to the whole and matching strides in engineering social consciousness. 

ac 
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Is PLACE OF SIX BOILERS, a big eastern power com- fields too—yet B&W is still young enough to have 
pany is now installing two. These two modern new ideas for all industries on present problems 
boilers generate nearly twice as much steam as and future plans. 
the original six .. . help produce far more elec- Through this progressive policy of continuous 
tric power, too. research and development, B&W offers excellent 

Enough more each hour to play 625,000 radios career opportunities to technical graduates—ca- 
...or to burn a 100-watt bulb in your study lamp reers in diversified fields of manufacturing, sales, 
continuously for 30 years! engineering, research and in many other voca- 

This B&W boiler installation typifies the prog- tions. Send for the booklet Bh 
ress made during recent years in raising steam “Your Career”. It tells the (gH = 
generating efficiency—progress in which B&W has story of The Babcock & daewy e 
consistently lead the way. B&W, old in experience, Wilcox Company in terms Ex 
has pioneered important advances in many other of your future. “EEE 
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Twenty-five Years 
by Prof. L. F. Van Hagen : 

Tes is a brief and, admittedly, an inadequate review of | The plan proved to be about 80 per cent effective and 

the events of the second twenty-five years in the history raised the ratio of subscriptions to enrollment far above 

of the WISCONSIN ENGINEER. A review of the first what had been attained on the voluntary basis. This plan 

twenty-five years appeared in the issue of the magazine continued in effect for a number of years, until mem- 

for May, 1921, at the close of Volume 25. The present re- bers of Polygon became imbued with the idea that they 

view picks up the story beginning with Volume 26, in the were doing all of the hard work, while the Wisconsin En- 

years. 1921-22. gineer reaped all of the benefits. That put the Engineer 

The second twenty-five years began in the Roaring back on the basis of voluntary subscriptions. 

Twenties, carried on through the Depression Thirties, and An effort was then made to follow a practice that is in 

ended in the decade of the Warring Forties. It has been effect in a number of engineering colleges, whereby each 

a rough quarter of a century. student pays an “activity” fee, along with his other regis- 

At the beginning of the period, the College of Engi- tration fees; said fee to be allocated to the Wisconsin En- 

neering was housed in the old Engineering building on gineer. In the spring of 1941 the student body voted ap- 

the upper campus and was a compact group of faculty and proval of the plan, but the regents of the university, who 

engineering students, with a strong feeling of solidarity, were then planning to abolish all special fees, rejected 

which made the problems of getting subscriptions and the plan. 

delivering the magazine comparatively simple. During the Later the regents agreed to pay the cost of sending the 

Thirties, the college became scattered widely over the magazine to all of the public high schools in the state, 

campus, a fact which has made the problems of circula- and this plan went into effect in the fall of 1945. 

tion difficult to solve. One of the most colorful events of the period was the i 

In the year 1922-23, the college had an enrollment of feud between the Wisconsin Engineer and the Badger, 

1163 students. In that year, the paid subscriptions were the student year book. A growing resentment against the 

as follows: policies of the Badger Board came to a head in Decem- 

Faculty occ 70 ber, 1931, when the Engineer published an editorial de- 

Alumni eee eeeeneeeeneeeenneeeenneenee 34 nouncing the Badger policies. Bob Van Hagan, editor, 

Students cece eeeenveeereeeeeeeeeeeneeee 586 and Jack Strand, manager, for the Engineer led the em- 

TBE S: ceeccccsecrccceecccesameacrmmemtemeres “23 4 battled engineers in a revolt against the Badger, with the 

Miscellaneous cocccscccccssueeceennie 39 result that the engineering societies refused to take space 

= in the Badger of that year. Instead, the societies took 

Total ccc cece eeceeesneeenee 1032 space in the “First Annual Year Book Supplement”, 

which was published in the May, 1932, number of the 

Subscriptions were on a voluntary basis, and student sub- Wisconsin Engineer. The feud continued for four years, 

scriptions were comfortably over fifty per cent. Under and the Year Book Supplements appeared in the May 

present conditions, such a percentage seems beyond at- numbers for 1933, 1934, and 1935. In 1936, the Badger 
tainment. surrendered, and an arrangement was made whereby the 

Various devices have been tried in an effort to main- engineering societies took space in the Badger, which in 

tain a ptoper ratio of subscribers to student enrollment. turn supplied the Wisconsin Engineer with reprints of 

The “Polygon Plan” was put into effect in the fall of the Badger pages that appeared in the May numbers for 

1934. Polygon is a co-ordinating body whose purpose has 1936 and 1937. The Year Book Supplement did not ap- 

been to unite the efforts of all student groups in handling pear after 1937, but in May, 1942, there was a reappear- 

all-college activities such as dances, picnics, expositions, ance of similar material bearing the title, “The Profession- 

and parades. Each of the various engineering societies al and Social Organizations in the College of Engineer- 

@ elects representatives to the Polygon Board. The Polygon ing.” It was a sporadic effort and has not been repeated. 

Plan provided for a student fee which was divided be- The first appearance of color in the magazine was in 

tween the student societies and the Wisconsin Engineer. October, 1925, when the cover was a color job. C, E. 
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Johnson was manager, and Harry C. Wolfe was editor. Engineer was able to build up its reserve in readiness for 
Every cover throughout that year was in color. The first whatever the future might bring. 
modernistic cover appeared in January, 1931, under the Although the war period was profitable for the maga- 
editorship of Ted Perry. J. H. Lacher was manager. zine, it did bring some worries. The problem of staff- 

The first double-page color spread appeared in the is- ing the magazine was acute, and the turnover was so 
sue for January, 1944, and showed “Dive Bombers on the great that the wonder is that the magazine appeared at 
Deck of Carrier X.” Donald E. Niles was editor and Don all. The most unorthodox situation arose in August, 1944, @ 
Caldwell, manager. when the editor was a woman student, June Hartnell, and 

In spite of the turbulent decades through which it has the manager was an American Japanese, Toru Iura! Toru 
come, the Wisconsin Engineer has not had financial wor- did not last long; the draft got him soon after his ap- 
ries since it climbed out of its debt thirty years or so ago, ointment as manager, but June stayed until she was Business was good in the Twenties. As a member of gtaduated in 1946 and established the record of being 
Engineering College Magazines Associated, the magazine editor for five semesters. Her unselflsh and effective ef- 
had access to national advertising. In addition, it cultivat- forts should keep her memory fresh among the friends 
ed the business of local advertisers successfully. The of the Wisconsin Engineer for a long time. 
magazine not only built up a comfortable surplus; it felt The draft was no respecter of printers, and that caused 
so secure that it deposited $1,000 with the regents as a trouble at the shop where the Wisconsin Engineer is 
Wisconsin Engineer Loan Fund for engineering students. printed. Shortages of printers and of paper disrupted the 

The Depression Thirties were another matter. For ten schedules for the appearance of the magazine. It was not 
years or more, the magazine lived on its accumulation of - uncommon for the January number to appear sometime 
financial fat. Each year it operated in the red. Fortunately in February or March, or the October number to appear 
its surplus, accumulated through the good years, was suf- in December. 
ficient to carry it through to the easy money of the war At the moment of writing, the shooting is over, but of- 

years. ficially the war has not ended. Neither have the troubles 
There was serious argument over the proposal to dis- of a publisher ended. The Third Twenty-five Years is off 

continue publication during World War II. Fortunately, to a rough start. 
the decision was to continue publication. By May, 1939, 
national advertising had dropped to a low of 2% pages 
per issue, but it picked up rapidly from that low. By May, 
1940, it was 514 pages; by May, 1941, it was 6 1/8 pages, Ges 
and by May, 1942, it was 10%4 pages. The tax laws of the ii il 
country were so framed that industry was stimulated to i Ih oe 
spend a good deal of its war income for advertising, and a = 
college magazines profited by the policy. The Wisconsin LOOK TO _ 
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Prof. L. F. Van Hagen quirement. : 

Prof. Van Hagen became faculty advisor to the Wisconsin e @ Engineer shortly after the beginning of the first World War Nat oO nal el ectri e and has held that Position ever since. During this period of eraooucrTs SCITR PORATION e time he has served as chairman of Engineering College Maga- Box 897 — Pittsburgh 30, Pa. zines Association, while in his undergraduate days he served 
as Art Editor of the Sphinx (predecessor of the Octopus). es el, 
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The Engineering School 
a = J J 

~~ aan Campus Expansion 

: by Dean M. O. Withey 

fan The essential features as given at 

. the Milwaukee meeting of A.S.C.E. 

THE main function of the College of Engineering is to lege will be properly united. Owing to the steadily in- 

furnish high-grade instruction to the interested youth creasing cost of buildings, the sum granted is about: half 

of the State in the arts and sciences of the principal En- what is required to provide adequately for these five de- 

gineering professions. Through its instructional function partments. . 

the College has long been established among the lead- Construction of the proposed building can be accom- 

ing engineering colleges of the country. Its enrollment plished without interference with existing classroom space. 

has rapidly increased from 400 in 1900, to 1600 in 1942, When completed as planned, it will provide: 

and this fall the enrollment has overtaxed our facilities 1. Laboratory space sorely needed for instruction 

with about 3400 students. In addition to the undergrad- and reseatch: 

te and graduate HISEEHEHION -On: the campus, there are 2. An auditorium seating 800, which would be avail- 
nearly 1300 students receiving engineering instruction, ble to other department: tside of the Coll 

mainly at the undergraduate level, in extension centers. able fo other’ seperanents ou side oF the Wo nee 

Predictions from reliable sources indicate that the enroll- 3. Release of Space on the “Hill” campus sufficient 

ment will remain at a much higher level than the war fig- for 30 additional classrooms. : 

ures of the early forties. 4. Fifty additional classrooms in the new building. 

A second function of the College is the prosecution of By the combination of items 3 and 4, other depart- 

research both as a necessary part of the instructional pro- ments of the University would have available for their 

gram at the senior year and graduate levels and also to use about 50 classrooms, nearly half of the present num- 

provide authentic knowledge for engineering design. ber on the campus. Indeed, there is no single item in the 

Through its instructional program the college staff has proposed. list of University capital expenditures which, 

published 86 bulletins and 124 reprints besides numerous in the writer’s opinion, will bring relief from the present 

technical papers embodying the results of researches. crowded conditions to as many persons as will the im- 

However, the industries of the State which are becom- mediate construction of the proposed Engineering Build- 

ing more numerous and the major source of income are ing. Therefore it is highly desirable to push to a rapid 

increasingly insistant.that more aid be given them by the completion the entire building even though prices are un- 

College in the solution of their many technical problems. duly high and an increased appropriation will be required. 

The inadequate laboratory and. classroom facilities in To implement an expanded program of engineering re- 

the Electrical, Chemical, and Civil Engineering depart- search and to promote a closer tie with our industries, a 

ments and the crowded conditions in other departments request is being made in the University biennial budget 

have frequently been publicized. To meet these needs $2,- that the Wisconsin Engineering Experiment Station be 

000,000 has recently been allocated, through the efforts established with an appropriation for each year of the , 

of President Fred and the Board of Regents, for the con- next biennium. 

struction of a new Engineering Building on the Camp Whereas the Faculty of the College of Engineering are 

Randall site. This building should be made large enough keenly aware of its primary responsibility to provide an 

oe: house the three departments mentioned and the Draw- excellent education in engineering for the youth of the 

ing and Mechanics departments. By such procedure the State, it will welcome enlarged opportunities to cooperate 

overcrowded conditions on’ the “Hill” campus will be with industries when personnel and facilities are available 

considerably relieved and the separated units of the Col- for that purpose. : 
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Do You Know 
e 

Your Slide Rule? * 
by Walter Graham, B.S., me’44 

Editor’s Note: Mr. Graham explains here the slide rule 

solution of problems of the type; x’=k,.a’=x’, tan x—kx 

and sin x=kx, so get out your slide rule and follow him. 

Tre purpose of this article is to present methods for = 1.0450, the result being taken on the LL scale deter- 
solving equations of the above type by log log duplex mined by the decimal of the “y” taken on the C scale. 

slide rule operations.! These equations can not be solved _It is seen then that if we find a y = x we are raising x!/* 
by simple algebraic methods whereas rapid solutions to and. solving our problem. (Note that moving along the 

ordinary slide rule accuracy are found as outlined below. hairline from one black LL scale to the next raises or low- 
The methods are analogous to slide rule solutions of ers the number by a tenth power. eg. (81.4)/19 = 1.552 
quadratic and cubic equations.” 1.045010 = 81.4. On the red LL scales this factor is 

Consider first the equation x* = k. Let us solve for 100. eg. 0.981 = 0.132. 
k = 81.4. Place the right hand index of the C scale over Let us solve x1° = 2* (see Fig. 1). Write as (x)1/* = 
81.4 on the LL3. Now note the relationship between (2) 1/6 = 1.0443. First note that the positive root must be 
numbers on the LL3 scale and the C scale. (eg. place the some number greater than 1.0443 since a number greater 
hairline over 5.8 on LL3. The 4.0 on the C scale shows than 1.0 to a power equal to its reciprocal will be a num- 
that (5.8)1/°* = 81.4. This is analogous to ordinary divi- ber less than itself. Place left hand index of C under 
sion on the C and D scales. Note the reading on the CI 1.0443 on LLI. (It normally would be there from raising 
scale of 2.5, the reciprocal of 0.4 on C. This shows that (2)1/!6). Find some number near 1.0 (see Fig. 1), but 
(5.8) 1/94 = (5.8)? = 81.4 but the latter exponential is greater than 1.0443, on both the LL1 and C scales. This 
of the form x” = k.) This suggests that if we find the gives x = 1.0464, one solution. The other root is seen 
same number on the LL3 and CI scales we will have the from the sketch to be a negative number just more posi- 
solution x* = k. This is found rapidly to be 3.505 + 0.005. tive than —1.0. Examination of the given equation shows 
It should be noted that a mental approximation or a that the x! will-have the same value for positive and nega- 
sketch will greatly facilitate the solution and avoid er- tive “x”. 2*, however, must be evaluated on a slide rule 
roneous results. eg. 3° = 27, 44 = 256 so our solution as 1/2* (‘x” now taken as positive) for negative values 
must lie between 3 and 4. The erroneous result that 
15.9159 = 81.4 is avoided by making the approximation * 7 J 
since the CI scale does not indicate the fact that the deci- as 
mal is at 1.59 and not 15.9. Another example of this 28 
type ... x* = 1.77: This is solved on the LL2 and CI ee / 
scales to give x = 1.472. This method fails if k> 22,000- } 
If 0.692<k<1 it is necessary to put the slide in upside- UE LB 
down making a BI scale of the B scale. Then solve using ; 
the red LL scales and the BI scale. eg. x* = 0.71: We find Vi £ Ly 
two roots x = 0.507 and x = 0.241. There is no real solu- ; 

Consider next the equation x* = b* where “a” and “b” 

are given constants. This can be written as (x)?/* = (b)1/# | /; (by taking logs of both sides, dividing by ax and rewriting n oi 
as an exponential). The (b)1/* is readily evaluated on the Ni fi | | 
LL scales. We observed in the previous case that “x”, a NI i | 
number taken on an LL scale, was raised to the 1/y power ISS oe 
where “y” was the number appearing above “x” on the re 7 HE pops || + 
C scale. eg. (5.8)1/°4 = 81.4. (5.8)1/49 — 1.552. (5.8) 1/40 Fig. I 
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of “x”. Therefore solve x!® = 1/2* and take negative of 

solution. (x)1/* = 1/1.0443 = 0.9576 (the latter value is 

somewhat critical and should be found by long division). 5 la* 

Using the LLO and B scales x = ~0.9592, the other root. - v6 

Solve 2% = x? = (x)¥/*¥ =2%= 1/2% = 0.707 (see / 

Fig. 2). Reason here that the positive root will be some- 4 

@ what greater than 0.707 but less than 1.0. Using LLOO 

and B scales we find x = 0.767. To find the negative roots / 

(which in this case are evident by inspection), note that 3 : 

we can solve 2* = x? and take negatives of solutions ow- 
ing to the symmetry of x” and 2* about the Y axis. This 

argument is equivalent to the argument of signs used in 2 

finding the negative root in the above example. Solving 

(x)1/* = 2% we get x = 2 and x = 4. The solutions to 
the given problem are then x = 0.767, x = —2 and x = +4. 

The importance of the sketch (Fig. 2), which indicates 

that there are three roots, is apparent. a : 

Solution of e* = -x is illustrated in Fig. 3. Here we | _ 

solve e* = x and take negative of solution. e* is read di- Pe pe 7 f ° 2 

rectly from the A scale to the red LL scales. eg. e? = . 

0.367 e02 — 0.9802 e%? = 0.8187. We can read e%5%7 Fig. II 

:= 0.567. Therefore x = -0.567. scales involved is particularly apparent here. The “‘coars- 

In practice equations of the trignometric type are more er” scale is something of a vernier for the “finer” one. 

common.? These are slightly more difficult to solve owing For the third root, at “n”, we take cos z (see Fig. 4) and 

to the limitation of the trig scales to 0 to 90 degrees. add 180 for identity on D scale. This gives x = —217.3°. 

Consider cos x = ax. Solve where a = 0.21. See Fig. 4. To solve sin x = x/4, write sin x/x = 2/(4) (180) = 

First we write cos x/x —0.211/180 == 0.003665 where we 0.00437 where x is in degrees. Place 0.00437 of C scale 

read x in degrees. Place the 0.003665 of C scale over left over left index of D scale. Read cos z = sin x (see Fig. 5) 

index of D scale. Read 74.2° on cos scale and 74.2 on D_ on cos scale, add 90° to “z” which must give “x” on D 

scale This is one solution. (Note that the cos 74.2° appears scale. Estimate answer from sketch at 145°, solve for x = 

as 0.272 on the other side of the slide on the C scale, the + 141.8°, the negative root from the symmetry of the 

ratio cos x/x appearing on the C and D scales without problem. x = 0° is also a root. 

our computing the value of the cosine). The cos x at “m” ‘ A problem involving the tangent is illustrated in Fig. 6. 

equals the sin y which is an angle 90° smaller. If we take We have tan x = x/2 or tan x/x = 0.008725 where “x” is 

a number on the sin scale, add 90 to it, and find that sum _in degrees. We can read the angle “z” of the tangent scale 

on the D scale we will have the second solution. It is well and must add 180 to it for “x”. It is clear from Fig. 6 that 

to estimate the root from the sketch to approximately “z” is between 45° and 90° and the tangent will appear 

orient the hairline. (Estimate —120°). Adding 90 to 24.85° on the CI scale instead of the C scale. Therefore we must 

on sin scale we find 114.85 on D scale, giving the second use the CI and DI scales. Place 0.008725 of CI over left 

root, x = —114.85°. The interesting fact that the read- index of DI. Read z = 64.95 or tan plus 180 gives 244.95 

ability attainable by these. methods is the better of the two on DI. The next root equals “y” plus 360 and will be close 

é 6 

| ‘ 

Ee) SED 
6 | ; pe | | 

fs = 

Fig. OI 
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to, but less than 450°. We get x = 435.3°. The next root to 540°. We would add 450° to the cos scale but the cos 
is 619.51° = 0.02. For roots greater than 84.3° + 180 n scale ends at 84.25° which gives a maximum “x” of 
(where n is a positive integer) it is necessary to use the ST 534.25°. The fact that the root is between 534.25° and 
scale and read 4° as 86°, 5° as 85° etc. eg. for root at 540° becomes apparent when we try to solve as we did for 
intersection of curve through 67 we solve w + 6.180 = “m”. Therefore we observe that the sin of an angle be- 
w + 1080 = x and “x” will be just less than 1170. Read- tween 90° and 180° equals the sin of 180 minus that angle. @ 
ing 84.36° on ST scale and 1164.36° on DI we have a We take sin (180 —z + 360) = sin (540 — z) see: Fig. 7, 
root that really looks remarkable for a slide rule. x = where “z” will appear on TS scale. Solving x = 540 — 4.08 
1886.52° is the intersection of x/2 with the tangent curve " 
through 107. Fig. 6 shows that x = 0° is a root as well as x 

z the negative of each of the positive roots. 10 | 
4 

go—4y 18 PN 

+ 
i" Fig. V 

nm (80- z 
= 535.92°. There is a negative root of the numerical value 

Fig. TV’ of each positive root. Any of the six trignometric functions ig. 

equal to + kx or + 1/kx can be solved by analogous 
rocedure. 

Lastly consider an inverse function, csc x = 1.5 x which P Th f lid | lid 1 d bl 
we write as csc x/x = 0.0262. To read the csc at the point . © use two sm . Files Ob (OnE slide fule ang 2 & © “m” (see Fig. 7) we treat the sin scale as a csc scale but Will extend this principle to more complicated equations 
remember that the value appears on the CI scale. eg. csc but the solution is less direct. 
30°, placing hairline on sin 30°, and reading on CI gives ——— 
2.0. To solve then we proceed as in the case of tan x be- 1. The reader who is not familiar with the use of the log log, 

6 8 . . inverse, and trignometric scales is referred to the Keuffel and tween 45° and 90° by taking our ratio on the CI and DI eser slide rule manual. 
scales. Setting 0.0262 of CI over left index of DI we read 2. see Graphical and Mechanical Computation by Lipke. 
49.9° on sin scale and 49.9 on DI scale. For the root at 3. oe Cauchy, Memoire Sur La Theorie Des Ondes Ocuvres 

se ees : ‘ ° . Si 1 p 204-212. 
Point n” we will work with the cos scale and add oe asm see R Ruedy “Vibration of Power Lines in a Steady Wind”. previous problems in this quadrant. Note from Fig. 7 that Can Journal Research V 16A 1938 p 147. 
this root will be near 180° and it will be necessary to move 
the 0.0262 over the right index of the DI. Reading 76.78 
on cos scale and 166.78 = x on the DI we find the second n 
root. For the third root we read on the sin scale but must 
add 360°. x = 365.99°. We expect the next root very close Tee 

(a a es | 360° 

MT 7 \/ [N | 

x a] 7 \ 

Fig. VI Fig. VII 
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The Engineers’ Ball 
by John Tanghe e’47 

EF you looked carefully, at the large slide-rule mounted the ‘“Slide-Rule Queen” from the girls attending the 

above and behind the orchestra you probably noticed dance. 

that the numbers under the indicator weren’t those nor- Six girls selected by Polygon Board members from the 

mally found on the C, D, and K scales. In place of the dancing couples were lined up and exposed to the keen 
usual digits found there, a very practical-minded decora- ang sparkling eyes of Messrs. Rall, Withey, and Sorum; 
tions committee had substituted co-ed phone numbers— who acted as judges. The six girls in this preliminary 

Peg, EW 4136, Jane, F, 3204, and Mary, B. 4423, were judging were: Dorothy Milbrandt, Virginia DeGolier, 

the pleasant digits. Mrs. Doris Stueber, Margaret O’Brien, Charlotte Dance, 
This huge slide-rule, mounted before a silver curtain ,44 Jean D. Wells. 

and played on by an array of soft red and blue spotlights, . 
formed the focal point of the decorations at the Engi- The judges then narrowed the contestants down to, 

neers’ Ball, semi-formal dance sponsored by Polygon three (Misses Wells and Dance, and Mrs. Stueber);. and” 

Board and held in Tripp Commons at the Union on Sat- from these the audience selected, by clappings:Mrs. Spue-" 
urday evening, November 23. This dance, first big social ber as “Slide-Rule Queen”. Mrs. Stueber, wife of H. C. 
event of the semester for the Engineering School, brought Stueber, MLE. graduate of 1944 but now attending Law 
together 125-rhythm-minded engineers and their dates School (tsk, tsk!), was presented with a Sterling Silver 
who danced from 9 to 12 to the music of Eddie Law- compact as token of her regal position as beautéous 
rence’s band. “Slide-Rule Queen.” : 

During the intermission, midway through the evening, This all-engineering dance was arranged and put on 

Harlan Skatrud, president of Polygon Board, introduced entirely through the efforts of Polygon Board, the 10- 
Master of Ceremonies L. C. Rall of the Economics De- man board composed of two members from each of the 

partment, who in turn introduced Dean M. O. Withey, five engineering societies on campus. Ed Ansell was gen- 
Dean of the College of Engineering, and Prof. C. H. eral chairman, Norm Stickney was in charge of tickets, 

@ Sorum of the Chemical Engineering Department, honor John Krehbial handled publicity, and finances and ar- 

guests of the evening. After a few jokes full of “digs” rangements were directed by Ed Hillery. Harley Skatrud _ 
against the lawyers, Mr. Rall opened the contest to choose is president of the Board. 
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Modern Logging Practice 
by Robert J. Mitchell m’48 

This is the first of two articles on logging and lumbering. 
The second will follow the operations in a modern mill. 

Fev men have more or knottier problems to solve that narrower access lanes upon the lumbermen. 
our lumbermen in the forests — the loggers. Few The progress of cutting equipment has taken place in 

groups of men have had more numerous and unbelievable three major steps: The axe, crosscut saw, and the power 
tales erected about them. The stories about our old-time saw. The latter is a very recent development which was 
loggers have grown largely from the tasks that they have precipitated from isolated use and experimentation into 
undertaken and performed. general use by the wartime labor shortage. Essentially, the 

A good example of logging legend is that of Paul power saw is either a chain-type or circular saw which 
Bunyan and his big blue ox, Babe. Paul, tiring of the con- is driven by a lightweight gasoline or electric power unit. 
ventional ways of logging, hitched Babe up to forty acres The chain-type saw, driven by a light, air cooled gas en- 
one day, hauled it into the mill, and felled it practically gine, is the most widely used. The saw itself consists of 
into the mill pond. a number of flat links which are made into an endless 

The present day logger must be satisfied with some- chain. Each link embodies one or more teeth which ex- 
thing short of Paul’s technique, however, due largely to tend outward in the plane of the link. This endless tooth- 

. eee chain is sprocket-driven and is guided on its circuit by a 
; At ere on ek ae flat steel blade, on whose periphery the well lubricated 

re c: ‘Ny ee s - Seer 2 ss links travel. The engine was developed largely from de- 
ea A ses Eee ae oa signs used in outboard motors. Such saws are said to yield 

eon! Ue he eS Peet ame §=— about five times the cut possible to the same two operators eo ae) ee eo hee a alee s 7 : ee nt h ‘ a ee ar with a conventional cross-cut saw. The labor itself is 
oe ee ee a REED = actually lighter, leaving the men in better condition physi- 

i ior Se re. pare Ily and mentally at the end of the day. aw wap WA cally y y 
een a . WN Poe The circular felling saw is usually more cumbersome 
% S < 7 e e\\ _ S 3 and is mounted on some sort of transporting equipment. 

s oh : \\ Ce. ie Nie, §= Since portability is an essential feature of the power saw, 
5 a, 3 Mt bs aad «a i 4 such types are less desirable. 

Rie. | A ae % mY - o\ i er When a tree crashes to the ground, it usually crushes or 
2. Poe ba “ ‘ ay < es, badly scars all the young timber in its path. This single 

eed = ’ Cee ec. A thing decreases the standing timber crop by a very large 
é a a a 3 be . es 3 eS ie — percentage each year. It can be only partially corrected, 

‘ a Ww x5 . RS ee oa) im ;, but by carefully directing the fall of the tree, (by wedg- 
hk it a & a Stage ing the butt and notching the opposite side), much of 

la = Opa eh ae the waste of our young growth can be avoided. 
, ba ae a Se ae a Topping timber is another step in the same direction. 

‘a P ae eee = This is probably the most hazardous of the many danger- 
. , ous jobs in the log woods. To perform the job, the ‘high- 

in tre powet Sa ducts Lab., Madison climber’ ascends the tree to a point just below the lower 
limbs and secures himself to the tree. Supporting himself 

the fact that animal husbandry apparently has gone back- with his spiked boots and belt, he notches the trunk on the 
ward rather than forward, since his time. The problems side toward which he wishes the top to fall and then saws before the loggers are still the. same, however: Get the through from the other side. Wedges will make the ‘top 
timber down, out to the roads, and to the mills—cheaply. fall away from him. The tree, once topped, can be felled 

Felling: ; with a minimum of damage to the surrounding timber. Felling the timber is the simpler of the three stages in Skidding and Skylining: 
most cases. More care in the cutting has complicated this The logs, downed and “bucked” into lengths, have to 

Process beyond that of a very few years ago. The realiza- be transported to the log roads, or the waterways, The e 
tion that our timber reserves were not unlimited has most common equipment used in heavy timber now is the 
forced selective cutting, careful directing of the fall, and (continued on page 18) 
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When you crossed the road and saw:that orchard... 
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or watched the train...or bought a new dress... 

ff eer ,, _ a, 

léi) ema SFR ACO recy 
‘ i he. es ages ol “ a g A } : Ng ) war y=) 

( Si i: [Gruw 0) oe) . A hy, 
. EB] Le] 

left your car for repair...or ordered roofing... 

Ke es Le cam. Me aos a ED 

a a ee Es gp i 4 

or took your vitamins... or made a phone call... 

Ce gee a>, 

you saw a Koppers product in use | | oe 5 

| fe KOPPERS | 
‘ 1, Tarmac. 2. Flotation Sulfur Sprays. 3. Pressure -treated i. ees 
' cross ties, 4. Chemicals for dye intermediates. 5. Piston rings. <7. Ww , 4 

6. Roofing. 7. Chemicals for pharmaceuticals. 8. Chemicals for <  » i 
& molded plastics. 9, Coke plants. All these are Koppers products. .. ~ A 

and many others that touch your welfare in countless ways. The = cnet 

Koppers trademark is thesymbol of a many-sidedservice.Wherever you NS UY 
see it, it means top-notch quality. Koppers Co., Inc., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. Sl 
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ear aie ae ee E 4 ‘ dle a aa bo), el aS 2 ee 

dogs i i ae 
cp the a. ff ee erie > at ae 

; Be poke os ae ‘. ie te ae Oe toh Ls ce 
i. alle aut Sere ae e 4 Et | E po . oS BNR eS ee ae oe Re © fated Sac cs Aaa Ma hes, 7 eae . owigi i: ‘ 3 ike _ . 42 ig a . a Bi ie 3 One of this nation’s greatest blessings is its vast res * ‘ Lf fa oe 5 a ee Be f wood 

7 Le ia <2 rs Big aay Look at this forest and look beyond! 
bee apse es eee, ok as site You see .. . docks and ships, houses and airpl ‘dann be ome -* Ss ae o p: P 

ret. 2 ie ee Oe fain 405 y a You see . . . wood, plentiful and cheap... ee Oe We a RR ee : el By ee ste | ia cst eo vk a abe 9 4 used to make paper, sheer fabrics, sturdy new ple 
F — “e Pst Beene Be ots ae. tee | new lacquers, dyes and veneers. 
ae eg 4: as 1 aa 4M cay coo, ee eens oo cor You see . . . thousands of builders, craftsmer 

leads tes ek: ey eee a 4 ens “a te ae Rea! chemists building a new wonder world of wood. 
me See te Sr Sad ae a aS era red You see... the hand of Allis-Chalmers md 
ORY ee aeke Aged ees ee Bice AS Bees ee ae: ee RNG oer Octat Ces oe Oe oc Meee ee ME, OR ee ee 28d gee BS a cians eta oz ro re i 4 i eee Nee fee coe SM ae Pee ee We SO tes cc oe 4 Yi OD ae NR netic. Peete A cee” ns Ae en 

, wo oe ae 5 eee a a ee ae ee ee 
Sera 8 ey: Oe ae ee Pa a ae are, ORS Sle Bae 

yg TS AP Realy FEN Sr ig! SP Cee Se mere “tp? We foe ee ere 7 ant Nee ea eg nals es mea 

es ime ee me We a: Se, ee ek a eee a . ie! ie a eae a i SR Oe et a ae Se aka 
aa ar a2 Barc fs P oot ie. i ihe aah po 

a WR AB ed Re eal 7 eo a Baie ae. eel a P ee i aa, an oa a a 33 hep een %. 0] a en et ane e . oe 4 7 ie . naar ee She ke ? Oe eae he oe S a Rn ue cae ee a a eB a age a ee yh : sd pos ee tee ae een ae OS 4 shea: A a So ees ee er > ae ° py ode ee a 3,2 . Woes te Ho 4, i, 2 ee MS ac ot. ? So ca * as r ae Pe oe ae a lg op ae oy < es —— ‘ ees ad iG re i ee oe or on a ae eae a ee ae CS ..  aeee Bioe ae ent oe a ge ® “a fy DOB, mp Pt a he oe See, Bote Me ee, ae Efe wi. SD sg een See MN a aed (ig8 ee cals 
; oe |: oe eer 1 Sige eee es Are, Baden ss eT ie a wae Mate OO eos i mae | Vike. 1 pene. "ied Ae rthe es Ao gn a” Sm a Soe oe si pp SRE oe Se ak ake? SPR. Degree ae 

Se) 1S Le ice at te Oo RE eee ae a gi ae iS oa > 3 Fe we ey ee : Pa oe, od aA Me 4 Es agi SD fated -¢ ast ae ae Se ee a ee os fs eee: a ee Seege? ~ &- 4 BR; : Ra. | ee ae oe MY ae 4 ol: a eo: ae Roya hens ; ae 4 ; i a ek ee & Sf ee = ms ees ee Fie fH Es a. eee 7a NE Pra oC ae as a: OO ees co | “0S: eee ee oe ee ae a ar ee. 8 . Ra ee it CE ae 8s OB aor Cee Se we ae ie a Me rs er ae Ve os melee: a Angee re Cy es Be 
ek ae ee, See RG. SER Fe 0 cs n ae st ee a? ¥ ee ot oo 

mete?” P a |e a See " oe a), oe a aide ot De We! Ae ge, ae Goo the a ee. 
eo we — “ig — aed E * A a 

ay : mq _ e * ns £ “ ee 

Yn ee a oe le 
4 . 

Whether your electric! (A eS 
fo Mig \ power requirements run 
TBE to hy draulic or steam Ne yp] 

Ona al turbines... whether your Se 
ee ie a |) necds are for generators, e ‘ o 

transformers, motors, O f B g 3 E t 
control devices, or switchgear—expect from ne °o € l in ec rl 
every Allis-Chalmers product advanced clee- ° e 
trical engineering and design, thoroughly iggest oO A I modern efficiencies. Specify Allis-Chalmers, - ,



Re ne oe a ee Ce i, ee a ee kd +g oe 4 oe Gua eeaae, 4 Cee ae eee © Oe eres ae ee Cy a. Ce eee ae ree ce fer VEL er 0 ee oe Oe Se eri A ge RE > | WE, ee 8 ae 4 eT ee ee poe de i as Pw Ns de See Gaus ©. hie ee Beek ee ee Cen 
i ES ae a 4 te xehei$ ee Cae ee 2A oe: 2 See oe «ane 
ye ad Lae fou ce ca hs’ ae £ tee i Was et a Se at er aod SY a Ce as hd 

iki Ae 
feet eae 
reoma Lf rf x 

gy Se eae | 
eee 

ie Fs 

AND GLAD OF IT! [ieee = a a b 7 

: to ee as hines and equipment that help to expand the What reason for this bigness? A unique reputa- Pein) 
bty wood industry—that enrich your life by bring- tion for product engineering and integrity—vast in- 3 on Fl 
he new world of wood closer to you! dustrial experience—craftsmanship of the highest order— | aa 

x z * a reputation known and respected in every industrial field! ay 

‘ . . oo, Today, Allis-Chalmers supplies major products for Pies a i ge s Ss a! Pp J 7 * we cos . . 3 big is Allis Chalmers in this picture? Not only virtually every basic industry . . . has a hand in making 3 ; ica’s No. 1 builder of sawmill machinery—but . . . . F A almost every machine-made commodity you can name. r “ rtant source of barkers, chip screens, kilns and * 

1 equipment for pulp and paper mills—one of the Allis-Chalmers is a good name to know! ‘ Pe 
bn’s leading producers of processing machinery for a 
hemical industries! Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee 1,Wisconsin 

meen Re 3t leat : tS... ie RIT ae por com 
A "eS 3 ht : ele artes ok es ee Io 7 a —s ae 1A Ben gE Bs Paes . g 

am i Oe a ss eee ; i > gm. a a. a 
pe Sn Gi . Pe at ORB ES FP ee, 2 he ran a) 

2) eit an a oar? Bee See ep ies beet aN aa % Pa: foe ee | ae aa aoe ae at Tan peas ia eee Oe ie? cane ae ee ihe Sage 
Fa + eee Tae - i” 2 7 = x ef oA 2 <8 : 

ae. Le on os F 5 sf 62K ie Sa ae 3 5 eae =. a } : ie Wao ee eT H Y) eee Sorey a “+ nd aaa oe 2 i ict a 5 ae ee tig, : a . =. a Ce ae Ya ee ag a ee , oe 2 ANS te Ek RE ae Lee ee CoE eee ; 
a bee ee rae” ae Et So os Mie Sn a OR ae bate bg a bi < Pa Esa £4 E a ‘ ar > la i: ae b . 7 % es ay oe eS a 2 ge em ee, ae ae. (a 5 Pe 

Comes [ts So eer a 1 ras 2 en a : be oe . eee ge ee, eee ae ts - ROOT o ae A a. 

; 2.0, an ot eee Cen | gins aS eee t oe ge a a 2 wenn Bee rm 3 Ps: Sree Waa ets ei 

See See ae. Se es ae eee ¥ Ds ae % ad ee 2 ae 1, ie Pecan ee cf a 2 ct ohn e : 

ara. er ae se “ ae oa B a: ata: eae, ~ ee eS ee oe ee ee Be Eo ae a cc 
a a ‘ ’ ex ee og ae ne ae os 3 
ba : A . - Sian es a A ae) iy ae ae ne: a ne ice owes ae 7 ae | See ff ee ie J - on ae, aN = e ! i" 

ae Ye) .’ Le hae Cy es - 
ee: co et a wee Ma OO EB ee ae) 
Ra kl co ee ed a ye re : yo ae ee ao a -§") 

TUNE IN THE BOSTON SYMPHONY over the American Broadcasting Company, Saturdays, 9:30 P.M. EST 

| Allis-Chalmers builds ._ <= 
tractors like this for the iW a 
logging industry—mills re a 

@ for making flour—ma- Ss : _ | ‘ chines for mining and = bY 
. IZ wer E Ul ment— processing ores — pumps ~ 

for moving almost any fluid—compressors 
f | d e | and blowers — welders — speed changers — 

j ft Pp d t literally 1600 important industrial products. 
nge Oo n US rid ro uc 5 Call the Allis-Chalmers office in your city.



Modern Logging Practice 
(continued ) 

skidding tractor with an “arch”. The name amply de- ee oe Se a ay @ 

scribes the latter, for it is a steel bow under which the Pe A po aS aX ae ay 

log-butts are suspended. The raising of the ends of the bi, eo © ee te Vee ae 
logs makes the skidding operation easier and faster. , oe i p 8 Rn os ae te? Si a 

Frequently, the “skyline” is used. The skyline is noth- oe ete 8 “ a ee oe GB % Pa oS 

ing more than a cable trolley strung between two trees, ee \ nile alt ME ee a 

high off the ground, to move heavy logs for distances ES eee bop oF an e 
up to a quarter of a mile. The main cable is usually about Oe am iia y ee PAF gv 
two inches in diameter and is capable of supporting loads Pett aos 4 ; Pe | a, ey 
up to fifteen or twenty tons. The trolley itself is moved eae ae : ism ‘i Nee ee oe s Ce 
along the cable by other smaller lines. To make a lane cae ke Te AN Ae : oe et 

for the skyline, it is necessary to clear the standing timber ae ec ee aS se : ee. 
between the “tail” and “spar” trees. In the past, indiscrim- a go ae ee ny Aw os mae 

inate mowing of all surrounding timber left bad scars in [uM aaeey : Ce ae ee Lo By as 

the woods. In line with policy of selective cutting, we now oe. ei Some o \ oy cos Ho eae 

cut a lane barely wide enough to permit the unrestricted ee aS eg oe Maa Re 
passage of the load. sae Nee ae (ff La 4 

The most wasteful manner of skidding logs was prac- on ey —— =% yf rf boy a 

ticed in Louisiana during the day of the longleaf pine. A bas ea i y ae] ae ya 
central spar tree was well guyed, and a pulley was placed < “3 : , : y i ' yi , ] 

at the top. A single line was run out through the forest Cex NN ee : m \ a ye 
to the logs, attached, and reeled in. In a short time, all the ; LS ae oe eae sf he 

logs in that area were piled around the foot of the spar [Rem A 4 ~ Jo Mak. 
tree—and all the young timber for nearly half a mile in | Pry, glee a] s a 4 oe ia 
all directions was flat. Needless to say, such a thing is  # a Pe oe aie Ss 

definitely frowned upon today. a eee —— 

. _—— sian iin iets tiag! The Logger’s Dream, a Truck Mounted Jammer . 
Vac ge eee a. - - 7 ~—Courtesy U. S. Forest Products Lab., Madison 

y A ee a oe eo new developments in transportation opened up new tracts. 
a let ais | pea = oe Many companies have their own railroads specifically and 

See / " allen) ) | | }. solely engaged in hauling logs. The more recent develop- 

; yt ™ AG Wire, 5. tl ment of the motor truck has been an even greater boon to 
Py Ee OO tg ae es lumbermen. 

vA a . as | y Waterways had many advantages, but the most im- 

eo ie Y ¥ 4 na! portant of these were: 

LB : i %§ 6 | : 1. Mass movement. 

4 i “ Ms E ' Ps 2. A minimum of equipment necessary. 
: ae : m Pre 4 b 7 3. Power “Gratis”. 
~ = A. Be hati — All these add up to economy of movement. The disad- 
~ il ici cae OR ne vantages are perhaps more numerous, but sufferable for 
aan : as a this economy. They are: 

a eo 1. Log jams. 

Modern Bridge Crane Unloading into a River 2. Uncertainty of the elements. 
—Courtesy U. S. Forest Products Lab., Madison 3. The tremendous storage space required for the logs 

Log Roads, Railroads, and Waterways: of such a mass drive. 

Years ago, when loggers could choose their operation 4. Shifting sand bars. 

sites, the Principle means of transporting logs to the mills The log jams have been highly publicized ses in aSSiVE, Thi 

was floating. In the rivers, they depended upon the cur- movable accumulations of cut timber that are held up by 
rent to move them along. When they were floated on the one key log. Accept the latter with skepticism, for in a eo 
lakes, the logs were rafted together and pulled by tug- large jam the rivermen must pry, dredge, and blast ex- 
boats. Most of the timber along such ideal thoroughfares tensively to free them. 

has been logged off, more than once in most cases, but (continued on page 21) 
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* RCA Victor “Eye Witness” television receiver shown above, 
gives you 52 square inches of picture brilliance. 

° ° 
A referee's eye view of every play — by Television! 

You feel as though you were right there at On the screen of your RCA Victor home = peer=rrrerr= PE TTY 
the game—when you see it through RCA’s television receiver none of that bright Vea. ‘ pee 

Football fans as far as 250 miles away __ For after you've tuned in the game, the | £m 
. tndi 5 %, new RCA Victor “Eye Witness” Picture (+ i. ee ae 

from the stadium have enjoyed watching 5 ? 7 » : ws, 

now of the big games thie fall through  5¥B¢hronizer automatically “locks” the pic- ya" | 
many of the big games this fall throug! ture in tune with the sending station— |. ee Bees 
NBC telecasts. And football fans become _gjiminates any distortion—assures you of i 

television fans when they see how closely clearer, steadier pictures. Les PS gs 

the camera follows the ball. . . . —)0—lri<“(<UwrW@”*™SCOCOC 
For television at its best, as pioneered at _._. #&©;«;—, 

At the game, the sensitive RCA Image RCA Laboratories, you'll want the receiver a 

Orthicon television camera sees every line that features the most famous name in tele- RCA Image Orthicon television 

plunge, kick, pass and run. It may be a vision today—RCA Victor. camera developed at RCA Lab: 
cloudy day or the sun may go down but o 4 8 oratories—makes close-ups out of 

f . . long shots. It enables television to 
you still enjoy the bright sharpness of the Radio Corporation of America, RCA Build- go anywhere by freeing it from the 
RCA Image Orthicon camera. ing, Radio City, New York 20, N.Y. need for strong lights or sunshine. 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
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Aviati G li 
by R. J. Meisekothen ch’47 

Catatytic alkylation of hydrocarbons has assumed Feed Stocks Used : ‘al i : 
Breet sadlisactie {EREORSSNGE 108. Ut, SEEWES (as a Process = Isobutane is the most widely used isoparaffin in alkyla- production of high-octane aviation fuel. For this purpose, we Ls sey : ‘ ‘ feces oa , tion, but because of its high volatility, it has restricted use branched chain paraffins are used, thus making it possi- : 4 “ oe ‘ ; in gasoline. A wide variety of olefins may be used but the ble to utilize the highly volatile gaseous hydrocarbons, ‘>. ‘, . i best results are obtained with butylene. Isobutane is alky- e.g., those containing three or four hydrocarbons, for : : : ‘ ‘ ; lated readily by most of the pure olefins with a low cata- making motor fuels which otherwise would not be suitable : F 0 mare - lyst consumption: Unfortunately in the refinery, the ole- 
for use because of their high volatility. ‘< z % 5. z 

fins are present in mixtures along with dienes, aromatics, 
Sulphuric acid has proved to be a commercially suitable mercaptans, thiophenes and other substances. These may 

catalyst for the alkylation of the lower paraffins. Experi- affect markedly the yield and acid consumption, since it 
ence has shown that this cheap catalyst provides for a has been proven in the laboratory that mercaptans, amines, 
process which can be handled in standard engineering dienes, aromatics and oxygenated compounds are ab- 
equipment on a large scale, and by which a superior avia- sorbed by the acid, and reduce its activity rapidly. Each 
tion fuel can be produced. The sulph-acid process was feed stock presents a separate problem in pretreatment 
developed jointly by the Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. Ltd., depending on the amount and type of impurity present, 
Humble Oil and Refining Co., Shell Development Co., and may require adjustment of the operating conditions 
Standard Oil Development Co., and the Texas Co. re- over and above the adjustments necessary when operating 
search staffs. : with olefins of different impurity. 

Pre 24) aa oe The React , ee Fi i e Reactor 
a fo A | i Bn ae 

2 ae: i Pan ot || b a 9 When aliphatic olefins are mixed with strong sulphuric 
i ee ial? — acid at around room temperatures, the primary reaction is 

F foal rf 1) [a HH ‘ one of olefin absorption in the acid to form alkyl sul- 
7 ll aa i Ae phates. This absorption is a rapidly exothermic reaction eee ae . ay 
ee || ea ee while the saturated paraffins remain virtually unabsorbed. 

4 er ee Be The coupling reaction occurs in the acid phase throug! 
Ait b qe My & GG. _— the formation of an olefin acid ester, which then reacts 
eo ae tu eS with the isobutane, the reaction in its simplest form, con- ) Pee NG ar | eC : oe ) A el 1 ew e eA sists of two steps, however, it is more complicated than it 

4 Bit eo) Ce ill f; he followi h : geo Np igle Sere =~) __—swill appear from the following scheme. 

ar Pie oe 1 ok 
a Aer ee 1. Absorption step: ee eee Ss os A he a CH::CHs:CH=CH:+ H:SO—» 

aa es Pa be it ete |e ted CHs:CHe:CH (HSO:) CHs Bese | Nee ed eee 
i. So ae e a tl Oe ee eee 'e o butylene-1 alkyl ester 

‘ 1 Ce ere oi fe bb ou) he 2. Coupling step: 
a Pas bebe) eee oe CH» \ a. ; | Lie Be oe CH::CH: CH (HSO.) CH: + ~~" CH CH: —> eth OSS c a oe a CH / 

a ae on CH: CH: isobutane 
«ej pee eo ae : eel t = | | 

ome a SS 2 a S Bs re i CHs:CH2:CH:C:CH: + HeSO: 

Site: - So S = | 
_ A Modern Alkalation Plant iso-octane 

—Courtesy Shell Dev. Co. 
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The reaction is conveniently carried out in the liquid sosutane recycle : 
phase by adding the olefin over a definite period of time separator recycle vEwr 
to the vigorously agitated isoparaffin and acid. Since the s 
effective carrying out of the reaction is determined to a s 
considerable extent by the intimacy of mixing achieved, j rs 

Oi favorable for fine acid and isoparaffin emulsion 8 N iS 
are essential—i.e., a high acid-hydrocarbon ratio and ef- i ie 8 $ 
ficient agitation. Insufficient mixing, whether due to poor is &. 8 $ i. Se 
agitation or too small acid-hydrocarbon ratios, results in 8 & $ S petere gr 
polymerization rather than addition. Since the most con- | acid return & fraction 
venient temperature for the reaction is about 35°F., means recseling tota/ Tr must be provided to remove the heat evolved because of O al rejected Why late 
the exothermic reaction. The pressure need only be high wadeeap acta n-butane 
enough to keep the reactants in the liquid state. satel Aydros 8 acd 

ee oe Flow Diagram of Alkalation Process 

Eke Spee This bottoms stream is passed into the alkylate fraction- 
After a suitable average time of residence in the reactor ator wherein the gasoline boiling range constituents, (100- 

(about 50 minutes), the reacted emulsion is withdrawn 130°C), are separated from the heavier alkylate, which is 
to a separator in which it is separated into a hydrocarbon removed from the system through the bottoms line. The 
phase and a catalyst phase, by gravity or centrifugation. alkylate gasoline fraction is removed in the overhead line 
The product containing hydrocarbon is drawn off in the for condensation in the condenser. A portion of the re- 
top layer and removed from the system for the recovery sulting condensate is returned to the tower to serve as re- 
of the alkylate, while the separated acid is returned to the flux. The remainder of the condensate is withdrawn from 
reactor. A caustic wash of the hydrocarbon phase is pro- the system and comprises the high anti-knock aviation 
vided to neutralize any traces of acid which might be grade gasoline product. 
carried over from the separator to the fractionation sys- Conclusion 
tem. : 

The Fractionation System The sulphuric acid, liquid catalysis, alkylation of high- 
ly volatile gaseous hydrocarbons represents our simplest 

In the debutanizer the hydrocarbon mixture is fraction- and most economical process of manufacturing high-oc- 
ated to separate the normal butane, the isobutane, and the _tane aviation fuel. This process was developed during the 
lower boiling hydrocarbons from the alkylate which is re- recent war thus enabling us to supply the unprecedented 
moved as a bottoms stream. quantities of fuel which our all-out air offensive required. 

ie 

MODERN LOGGING ... the waterways and railways. Long hauls are frequently 
(continued from page 18) necessary to avoid the construction of access roads 

— through rough terrain. So as to aid in the production of 
A look at the average log train will show the greatest lumber for homes for veterans, our government has al- 

advantage of the whole log-train system, mass movement. lotted fifteen millions to the construction of access roads One glance at the source of the load will show a major from Florida to Oregon. This makes possible the har- 
disadvantage, and that is the extra handling necessary to vesting of timber reserves on our Indian Reservations 
bank out (store) the logs along the right-of-way. To con- and National Forests, and nearly all of the hauling will struct the road itself necessitates such expenditures of be done with motox-eucks, 
time, money, and labor as to make isolated tracts of tim- 

ber utterly impracticable to log. In block timber holdings, The ideal logging outfit of today would seem some- . 
the economy of mass movement makes the railroad very oo. : 
desivable ae & mover. thing like this at a glance: 

The flexibility that goes with trucking operations is A fleet of big, powerful motor trucks. 
the greatest single factor in the popularity of this rela- A group of caterpillar tractors with skidding arches. 
tively new type of hauling. By constructing a minimum 

number of inexpensive roads to connect with existing Loading cranes. 

Qwr a widespread logging system can be built up, Power saws. 
to supply a mill that could not operate if it were de- . . 
pendent upon railroads. The small loads allowable on Intelligent men who know what the limits of their 
the trucks deprive them of the big element favorable to equipment are. 

| 
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The Engineering Department’s 

New Placement Office 

Te problem of contact between employer and the gineers they employ. With this organization comes an- 
graduating engineer has been often discussed here at other aid to the student in the form of contact with the 

Wisconsin, but until the present time no satisfactory solu- smaller companies. Under the present system only the 

tion has been found. Too often the contact representative larger and better known companies send representatives 
has found it necessary to schedule two or three different to colleges to conduct interviews. Thus, a graduate who 

interviews, one for each of the departments in which his had a preference for a smaller industry or a particular 
company is interested. If, on the other hand, he schedules field found himself, “on his own”, so to speak, in track- 

an interview with only one department, those students ing down his preferred position. With the broader file 
in the other departments, although interested in the com- system and a greater emphasis placed on this phase of 
pany, often feel that he is interested in only one branch of work, positions in a much broader field should be avail- 
engineering at that time. able to the graduate here at Wisconsin. 

I be of t i both th i : ape : . 
n order to be o greater service to both fhe graduating Prof. Mack is not satisfied with simply placing his men, 

student and the many industries looking for these men, i il ¥ 4 * 
ae . but intends to maintain contact with, or at least keep track 

the College of Engineering has recently. established a ; ‘ 
. . Se es of, all men placed, and their advancement after leaving 

separate Placement Office. As yet this office is in its in- . . . 
i here. In order to do this a rather extensive alumni or- 

fancy, but under the able direction of Professor Mack, , . : 
ie i ; ; : ganization must be maintained. Thus the placement office 
it is taking shape so that in the near future his work and Ny 3 : ; 4 ipet 

: . : will, in the future, be the Engineering alumni office, pub- 
efforts will be noticed by both the student and industry. |. ,° mde . 

. . oe : lishing an alumni directory and keeping a record of the 
Since the new department is maintained specifically . 

* : : progress of all men after leaving. 
to establish contact between the graduating engineer and 
the various phases of industry, a much better source of In this new department the Engineering School is cer- 
information on the various companies will be maintained. tainly setting up a program which has long been needed 

A cross file is being set up, which will maintain informa- and. which will help Wisconsin’s Engineers as individuals, 

tion by companies and also by the various types of en- and in the eyes of the industries. 

ee 

uating engineers employed that year could be counted on 

hae one hand, so he is now determined to do all he can to aid 

calla: the placement of his brothers in the field. 
: Following graduation he was employed for a time at 

: | the Burgess Laboratory here in Madison before going 
—" 57 to Milwaukee, with the Globe Mfg. Co. It was in 1934, 

z oe pT while employed in Milwaukee that he joined the ranks of 

: 2. the married engineers, and the Macks now have two chil- 

oe dren adorning the household. From 1935 to ’39 he re- 

ee - turned to the “grind”, but this time at Purdue University, 

aE et where he received his Ph.D. in Metallurgy. The following 

ee - years were spent at the University of Tennessee, where 

S Se 4 part of his time was required by the University, in re- 

es gf fe search and teaching, while the remainder was spent with 

tae fl the T.V.A. 
Ca es 1945 marked his return to Wisconsin, where he was 

David J. Mack, Assistant Professor, administrative, employed in the Technical Service Training Division, at 
is not only a man of varied experiences in the engineering the Forest Products Laboratory, here in Madison. In , 
field, but he has a definite personal interest in bettering November, however, he returned to his Alma Mater as As- 

the chances of placing our Engineers. sistant Professor of Drawing and Descriptive Geometry, 

Having graduated from Wisconsin with a B.S. in Ch. and was taken from that department for this new office. 
E. in 1931, he remained another year to obtain his M.S. Those of you who will have the pleasure of meeting Prot QD 

in the same department. 1932, however, was one of those Mack in the future will immediately notice his outstand- 

lean years and Mr. Mack reports that the number of grad- ing personality and keen interest in this new undertaking. y P g BP ty 
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What kind of engineer does th 
? _ Telephone Business need? 

Many kinds, for many kinds of work... logical and workable conclusions. 

research and development, technical and With our greatest expansion program 
economic planning, operations which in- in history under way the work of the 
volve the manufacturing, construction and —_telephone engineer is more important than 
maintenance of telephone facilities, ever. In the next few years $2,000,000,000 

Telephone engineering is broad in scope will be spent for new buildings, new equip- , 
but includes intensive study of a wide ment and plant facilities. 

variety of specific problems. Much of it The engineering task involved in this 
requires the special knowledge of electrical, program, as well as in the normal operation 
mechanical, industrial or other engineers. of the industry; means just one thing: 

All ofit requires the engineer’s background, qualified engineers who choose telephony 
his understanding of scientific principles, as a career will find their lives packed with 
his trait of weighing the facts and deriving interesting and satisfying work. 

TPR There’s Opportunity and Adventure in Telephony 

e a [s/ i BELL (4) TELEPHONE SYSTEM 
@ A 

~ eI - 
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Campus Notes ® 
by John Tanghe e’47 

Dangerous Crossing? AIEE’s quota of tickets for the En- ber 9, in room 100 of the Chemistry 
(Campus Notes’ Column has re- gineers’ Ball of November 23rd Building. . 
ceived several letters pertinent to were distributed. . 
student affairs. We print one of The next meeting, scheduled for KHK.Triangle Christmas Formal 
them here for your inspection and December 10th, will feature the Members of the local chapters of 

consideration.) discussion of “Theory and Applica- Triangle, all-engineering fraternity, 
“To Campus Notes: I am one of tion of Power Rectifiers and In- and Kappa Eta Kappa, electrical- 

the many engineers who find it nec- verters” by Mr. O. Marti, consult- engineering fraternity, are planning 
essary to cross University Avenue ing engineer of the Rectifier Divi- a jointly-sponsored Christmas semi- - 
directly in front of the M.E. Build- sion of Allis Chalmers Manufactur- formal dance at Nakoma Country 
ing on my way to and from classes. ing Co. in Milwaukee. Mr. Marti Club on Friday evening, December 
The speed at which the cars sail by was formerly head of the Rectifier 20. Preceding the dance, members 
at that point makes crossing a very Division before his retirement. of both fraternities and their dates 
dangerous and often lengthy ven- . plan to eat a banquet supper at the 
ture, especially during the heavy . . country club. Phil Wanzek, KHK, 
traffic hours. Dean Withey Goes to Washington and Bob Miller, Triangle, are the 

“Couldn’t the university or city Dean M. O. Withey, head of the social chairmen in charge of the 
traffic bureau provide some sort College of Engineering, left Madi- arrangements. Will Harold and his 
of safety protection, stop lights, or son on Tuesday, December 3rd, for orchestra will furnish the music for 
underpass to help the hundreds of a two-day Stay at the annual meet- the affair. 
students going to and from the ing of the Highway Research Board e 

M.E. Building? Must we wait for in Washington, DC. He is a mem- New Engineering Fraternity 
someone to be injured or killed be- ber of the Committee on Testing On October 29, 1946 a group of fore safety measures are taken?” of Resistance of Concrete to Freez- @iieepriaing, engibeeriug: students 

° ing and Thawing. as ‘ 
striving to promote a greater in- 

“Mars Calling!” ° terest in the profession, organized 
“Radio Noise from the Sun and Alpha Chi Sigma “Gamma Mu Epsilon.” Prospective 

Stars” was the topic discussed by At the professional meeting of members must be enrolled in some 
Mr. Vincent C. Rideout at the No- Alpha Chi Sigma held on Nov. 11, branch of engineering, must have a 
vember meeting of the Student Dr. John D. Ferry of the U.W. grade point of 1.5 or better, for the 
Chapter of AIEE held in 116 Edu- chemistry department spoke on semester previous to pledging and 
cation-Engineering Building on harmful marine organisms and must have at least a first semester 
Tuesday evening, November 12. paints used to combat them on ma- sophomore standing. Since this is a 
Mr. Rideout, formerly of the Bell rine structures and ship bottoms. professional fraternity, members 
Telephone Laboratories, is now an According to Dr. Ferry a few may be affiliated with social fra- 
instructor on the electrical engineer- weeks’ growth of barnacles can re- ternities. 
ing faculty. He discussed measure- duce a ship’s speed to 2/3 or %4 of Officers elected at the first meet- 
ments of radio frequency noise normal. ing include: J. N. Pike, president; 
from the sun and the Milky Way, On Nov. 25 Dr. J. Willard of the N. Stickney, vice president; W. A. 
and speculated on communications U.W. chemistry department spoke Hambley, Secretary, and W. Cour- 
to Mars and the size of radio equip- before the chapter on his experienc- son, Treasurer, with Mr. Keith E. 
ment that would be needed for in- es with the atomic bomb and some Gilbert as faculty advisor. 
ter-planetary communication. of the technical aspects of the The fraternity was officially 

Ed Ansell, student chairman, an- Smythe Report. recognized by the University on & 
nounced the National Convention A technicolor movie of the Bi- November 26. Good work men, and 
of Student Chapters of AIEE to be kini A-Bomb explosion was sched- lots of luck. 
held at Notre Dame on May 2. uled for Monday evening, Decem- (continued on page 26) 
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: HOOVER ENGINEERING i é Y aN A A i 

i . i The Electrical Laboratory designs, tests and redesigns : 
: DEPARTMENT : motors and component parts in developing power plants 
: = for Hoover Cleaners. : 

3 ae is. oe a hl: (ocr er OG) eakem) | Cie) ae $ 

i The Testing Laboratory maintains production control : Filters, fans, materials, processes are tested in the i 
: by acceptance tests on parts and materials. Test specifi- Mechanical Laboratory; air flow and power problems, : 
{cations and special test apparatus are developed here. { cleaners and cleaning methods are studied. i 

? Lin F 3 be 2 : eT a 3 i Bien Se oa) ee: ~ahy Lil i 

i on : i if ™ , _* : 

: In this modern, fully equipped laboratory exhaustive : A 50-ton room supported on numerous steel springs : 
= chemical and metallurgical tests are conducted on metal, : affords perfect acoustical isolation, insuring precision : 
: fabric, wood, paper and plastics. = measurement on noise and vibration problems. : 

ae , ; . wpe as . a) Building the world’s largest-selling electric cleaner is big-time engi- 

neering, and many thousands of hours of design, tests, research and YN (ue 

study go into constructing each new cleaner model. 

COMPANY 
@ The Hoover Engineering Department is recognized as a leader. Hoover North Canton 

engineering problems call for the full range of engineering skills—and Vy 4T4 

the best in both equipment and personnel is necessary to handle them. 
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CAMPUS NOTES ... , 
y (continued from page 24) 

i vA Aerial Photography and 

> A Lie Detectors 

THAT'S_NO , Yel “Hi At the November 21st meeting of 
WS 

TRICK AT ALL ° (~\V i ASCE Professor E. C. Wagner a 
4 | wy en 

ITS ROEBLING AFG | the Topographic Engineering De- 

WIRE ROPE IT CSA / partment spoke about his experi- 

° \ JO (1) dp ences in the Aerial Photography 
U 

ALWAYS STANDS Ls branch of the Army Engineers 

UP! (A XU ] Corps. During his talk Prof. Wag- 

\ y ner passed around some photo- 

if gtaphs and actual flight patterns 

/ used by the army. He also ex- 

AT? t plained that the university survey- 
1 

rH y ing department may soon offer a 

ri course covering this type of work. 
my y gS YP! 
4 

3 AND THAT GOES “NSS ff fee On Thursday, December 5, Dr. 

aS WIRES AND CABLES,” Y Ay J. A. Mathews of the university 

, ot WOVEN WIRE, UY \ Chemistry department and well- 

f ROUND, FLAT AND Sf \\ known criminal detection authority 
74. 2 SHAPED WIRE, ——— :, 
™ Qj AND STRIP addressed the ASCE student chap 

U | V4 STEEL Too! ~~ m® ter on the subject of criminal lie 
|) oy — {~ detection. Dr. Mathews explained 

. Ly ~~ . that although there has been no 
(7 _—= Ce perfect method of lie detection de- 

a Vo P} 4) 9 tL veloped as yet, many. methods have 
{| = on”) >» been tried. He explained that the 
4 = an y ) first method tried which had any 

4 we ~~ \)) f(l scientific basis probably was that 
SS ba" -_ -~ i! J fo used in India where a twitching of 
fi ‘Ny ~~ _ =| the toe was used to indicate emo- 

a a “a ES ss 5, nN Sf enti { ~ tional disturbances created when 

ee lOO questions were asked. Under the 
ff SM NS Chinese “Rice Chewing Method” 
ee the suspect was compelled to chew 

Roebling produces every major type of wire and wire product... toaster nce for ag period of, cme; if Mpon 

cord to telephone cable... bridge cable to wire rope... fine filter cloth to spitting it out the rice was moist he 
heavy grading screen...strip steel and flat wire to round and shaped wire... was considered innocent. If the rice 
all Roebling products, All the result of over 100 years of wire specialization. was dry it meant the salivory gland 

John A, Roebling’s Sons Company, Trenton 2, N.J. had failed %o, fanction presumably 

because there had been an emotion- 

—— iia eee crea ae eer IR al distucbance. 

: : : i a. ne Aaa : Be Dr. Mathews illustrated the use 

i £4 a a - is _ Z Be » : y of the lie-detector by means of a 

\ r | : a “i | | : & : sample demonstration on three vol- 

EF a “ZY an cs = _ = | “Ne } unteer members from the audience. 
i : ne : oo. & ; eo | 6 The results obtained were not dis- 

i PACEMAKER IN WIRE P R ODUC TS tinct, primarily because the ques- 

WIRE ROPE AND STRAND + FITTINGS » SLINGS + AIRCORD, AIRCORD TERMINALS AND AIR CONTROLS tions asked and the surrounding 
SUSPENSION BRIDGES AND CABLES + AERIAL WIRE ROPE SYSTEMS - SKI LIFTS » ELECTRICAL WIRE conditions were not satisfactory for 

: AND CABLE « HARD, ANNEALED OR TEMPERED HIGH AND LOW CARBON FINE AND SPECIALTY : . ; 
: WIRE, FLAT WIRE, COLD ROLLED STRIP AND COLD ROLIED SPRING STEEL + LAWN MOWERS setting up the emotional reactions @y 
i SCREEN; HARDWARE AND INDUSTRIAL WIRE CLOTH necessary to be detected by the ma- 

ee chine. . 

: enact. So Pee ee (continued on page 32) . 
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toe cf Inter ast to Students of Chemistry, Engineering, Physics, and Miciogy 
(0 ee 

Chemistry Provides New Colors for New C 

In Detroit this spring, automotive engi- : Ch / _ _ _ Co i 

neers and designers were shown a dozen LC / L _ _ L L / 
cars finished in glowing colors never be- _ Fg ; 
fore seen on any automobile—colors — A Pa meee ee a 

that diffused and reflected light back to : “iL S . _ 

the eye from within the finish instead of ee ee , 

These new “Duco” Metalli-Chrome se SU ple oF aa a A 
lacquers which attracted industry-wide | wee _ ce i... a a 

attention are expected to give new oa — «A “ oe ce ; 
: : : a ‘ oo 4 | 

beauty and durability to America’s cars. ' a | ee er oS pale a i y 

The story behind their development is (3 gee nd flees, EE sn 
sia HbR RL On eM) eee JY 

: New Techniques for Pigment eee 

eae a Ag iaany. conmercial plement are now a ee 

made, they are precipitated from chem- Z ‘ 
ical solutions in the form of fine parti- A New Range of Color Effects lengthening list of developments by 

1 3 : : men of Du Pont that have helped in the 
cles, which are then dried, ground and — After the method of transferring wet as6_ production of automobiles and the 

reground with a liquid vehicle to pro- _ pigment particles had been established. - ea ‘omo 
= é e i creation of new industries, new markets, 

duce the final paint, enamel or lacquer. _ the second development in this program yey, jobs for millions of Americans 
The fineness of the particle-size largely was the practical utilization of precipi- ‘ 

determines the luster of the finish. Al- _ tated ferric hydroxide. Although it had 
though mechanically ground pigment been used for a long time as an inter- 
narticles can be made extremely fine, mediate for the manufacture of dry fer- . 

they are not nearly as small as the par- ric oxide pigment, ferric hydroxide in Questions College Men ask 

ticles originally precipitated. the wet form as a pigment had been ap- about working with Du Pont 

A few years ago a program of research _Plied only to a very limited extent and : 

was started by Du Pont scientists to its true value had gone unrecognized. WILL I FIND COMPETITION . 

try to take advantage of the very fine When used in conjunction with the new DIFFICULT AT DU PONT? 

particles formed by precipitation. They Process, wet ferric hydroxide produced It is to be expected that there will be 

proposed to eliminate the drying and a lacquer of unusual brilliance and dur- competition in an organization where 
ae. . AR inati a i ffort i de to select the best 

grinding processes entirely — to trans- ability. In combination with other pig- tulle’ aud ioot promisitig ‘graduates. 

fer the microscopically sized, precipita- ments, a whole new range of color effects However, such competition is not de- 
. * : F liberate or is it on an elimination basis. 

ted, hydrated pigment particles directly | became possible. ; Noa en vlayess ae given vers ORpar” 
from the mother solution to the lacquer Because of their extremely small pig- tunity to grow in the organization. 

vehicle. ment particle-size, the Metalli-Chromes Technical undergraduates and gradu- 
: . ° ate students will be interested in the new 

Extended study by organic and col- are somewhat translucent, having a dis- booklet, ‘The Du Pont Company and 

loid chemists, physicists and chemical tinctive, soft innerglow. This lustrous the College Graduate.” Write to 2521 
engineers finally solved this problem. depth is further enhanced by introducing Nemours Building, Wilmington, Del. 
The procedure consists of mixing the into the film aluminum particles which 

wet pigment in a heavy-duty mill with act like mirrors to reflect the light with- 

water-wetnitrocellulose,dibutyl phthal- _in the finish. 
ate and castor oil. Dibutyl phthalate Not only are these new lacquer fin- 

forms a colloidal solution with nitro- ishes more lustrous and more beautiful, 

cellulose. The colloid absorbs the castor ° buttheyarealsomoredurable, as proved 

oil and pigment, but eliminates the by four years of laboratory and road- - = 

major portion of the water as a sepa- testing. ‘‘Duco” Metalli-Chrome lac- EG. U.S. PAT.OFF. 

& rate insoluble phase. quer is a worthy newcomer to the ever- BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

. 
.». THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

More facts about Du Pont—Listen to “Cavalcade of America,” Mondays, 8 P.M. EST, on NBC E, Il. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. (INC.) 
: WILMINGTON 98, DELAWARE 
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S e 

tatic 
FAST AND PROFITABLE | 

Pas OT Zo) lice) 
7 iy ) OPERATIONS _ by Jim Woodburn m’48 

tee PAL Lad) e@ A — oa facilities . and Jack Hinkley m’47 . 
Fr. 6 Coed ol} 

° 68 
AN ee ge / One firefly to another: “Put out that light! Don’t you 

OM i. i aN - know that this is a blackout?” é * \eo : ae eS . “How can I help it? When you gotta glow, you gotta 
i — ae i (ioe glow.” 

2 ys iia! . ~<a Arriving at a strange hotel, a fussy woman thought she’d 
: ee ON better know where the fire escape was. So she started ex- 
i + §\ ee. se | ploring. During her tour, she opened a door and found 
i hig . ao oo oo herself in a bathroom occupied by an elderly gentleman. 

: —— . 3 os “Oh, I’m sorry,” she twittered, “I was looking for the 
a ~ i ‘ ioe fire escape.” 

o - qc: es Continuing her search, presently she heard the pad of 
Rapid Operation with Minimum Effort bare feet behind and a shout that made her turn. It was 

ae gag tthe elderly man, clad in a bath towel. 
fick for Booker Bees ee ON Nos. 1 and 2 “Wait a minute!” he gasped. “Where’s the fire?” 
Accurate, Efficient and Fast WIRE FEED | e 

(BS Prvidetoe ake ea, SCREW MACHINES To kiss by phone, I must admit, : 
. 5 spice Is not most men’s desire. 

W IN +z S yu A 34 Pp : They say it lacks a certain warmth 
8 RO And of it soon they’d tire. 

But I am one who disagrees 
TT 

A lover most uncouth, 

short facts about long-lived cable My girl and I we manage fine— 
Te “ny When in the same phone booth! 

: 7 e : 

2 —. > ae A The railway coach was crowded and a none--too-well 
$ ~ “- _ “es mt dressed little boy had taken a seat alongside a very 
RA — mee ue haughty and fashionably dressed woman. The boy was 
\S ~ e _ Ve. sniffling in a very annoying manner. Finally the woman 
\e NG os ae , : . \ turned to the boy and asked: 
Ns rm i oS . y “Have you got a handkerchief?” 

Vi . a ° 7 “Yes,” replied the boy, “but I don’t lend it to strang- 

AWWW ete 9 ers. 

Wh) a vo | fe 4 A neurotic Chinese nicknamed Lucious 
ae . ; Fills his pipe with dried poppies and fuchsias. 

a f He gets choked on the smoke, 
: : —— | Mumbles joke after joke, 

) fo And passes them off on Confucius. 

e All wires and cables insulated by Okonite’s strip Dedicated to Pat: About the surest way to tell a five- 
Process are pressure vulcanized in a continuous metal cent cigar from a ten-center is by the price. 
mold. The Okonite Company, Passaic, N. J. e 

She—Oh, Jack,'do excuse me for getting here so late. 
You poor fellow, you’ve had to wait an hour for me. 

look for the He—Oh, no, it’s all right. I’ve only just come. 
wat meee 6 KO N i T E om She—What! So that’s the way you treat me, is it? If & 

insulated wires and cables I'd come at the time agreed you’d have made me wait a 
for every electrical use whole hour. 

Oe 
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ec... . a i an 

— | 2 - Le = — hi at ns le 

ce a os PO / Ty | 
, : (pee , ¢ B 

——- — _ : a . ad Z| | “= 4 | iy . 

re / _ U7, > s 13 

— fo Ce ee oe. : 

ae = LZ 7 La : 

ele RO 2 

How are we going a SS 
oe oS 

to make it? Be OE 
GKE ITs cece SSS 

A pilot plant has yielded its result—an 2 === 
improved gasoline, a better motor oil, 2s =. eS 
maybe a synthetic oil, maybe one of > ~~ 1 a, ™~® 

the new chemicals. ae = 
Now come the big questions. How 2 lr “ll ee fae. 

What equipment will we need? What's | aie Wy i i 
the best way to design the equipment? <=. FE Natta : | 

Out of what materials shall it be made? x ree ee ‘ A i 
This is one type of fascinating prob- — md gr GE | 

lem that will be tackled and solved in : a Bo, oy a OP 
these engineering buildings which are —— P| 4 ate 
to be constructed in our new technical Qa ee = 

and administrative center at Ham- CC 
mond, Indiana, near Chicago. Mag- oS. 2 : =. =—=—ar_'s—ss ‘ ie 

nificently equipped, these buildings will e - ; i fh 
provide our engineers every facility for : : (Me 
taking their essential part in turning . . . : Gee their explorations will lead are: 
test tube dreams into useful realities. P 

Here will be grouped engineers fol- Research in engineering materials, especially in metallurgy; physical 
“ lowing many congenial pursuits; those . _ testing of construction materials; theoretical mechanics; applied me- 

who design our manufacturing equip- chanics, especially as it relates to the underlying principles of engi- 
ment, those responsible for our main- neering and the research tools needed by other divisions, and also the 
tavianica, inspection and field engineer- industrial aspects and possibilities of nuclear energy; electronic de- 

in and our‘cost-engineerin velopments; exploratory engineering and estimating associated with 
Gore too; a nak Fores oe peaeaRCh the development of new processes and products. « 

, » 
engineers will work in modern labora- These new engineering facilities will hum with such activities 

: tories. Some of the channels into which and others vitally important. 

STANDARD OIL COMPANY (INDIANA) 
910 South Michigan Avenue 
Chicago 5, Illinois 
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es rr—“(—tsts—stsOsisSstsi“‘“(‘’RCiC ‘“C( ‘:(‘CRCOCwCOCOCOCCCCN oe | 
ee _ Using Mechanical and | electric Strength — 
po  rrts~—s—“( Orsr——<“isisrs—sSs—SsiSsC#SC¥Ci¥siC)OC 
POTS a 

Stan laminated phe- —depends upon the resilient _ tor, unaffected by condenser oil. 
nolic, sandwiched between material for a perfect seal when Synthane Fabricated Parts 

and bonded to layers of a re- the edge of the can is crimped. _are produced by men who know 
silient material, is the basis of Synthane backs up the resilient how to make plastics and how 
an interesting plastics applica- material, provides needed to machine them, using special- / 

tion. strengthand rigidity,andisalso ized equipment. Synthane Cor- 
The assembly—a condenser an excellent electrical insula- poration, Oaks, Pennsylvania. 

SYNTHANE TECHNICAL PLASTICS Woe DESIGN ¢ MATERIALS ¢ FABRICATION 

petite manne Te eel sername ea re 

a Qe Dns ge me e 
am axes e= se yen a mien oe sa al =. SYNTH ANE 
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“Wisdom must be intuitive reason combined with scientific knowledge” 
—ARISTOTLE (DIALOGUES) 

os, SS “ae o $e  . ; vA ; f | 

. | 
yr. ee ., és \o Pa 7 
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Wh thi t bett ll the ti 

THE TEMPTING FOODS spread before the family of to- Producing beuer materials for the use of industry and 

. day are more nourishing and purer than ever before. the benefit of mankind is the work of UNION CARBIDE. 

All the way from farm to table, modern. means of Basic knowledge and persistent research are required, 

food preservation protect foods against damaging molds, particularly in the fields of science and engineering. 

bacteria, insects—against loss of nutrients. Working with extremes of heat and cold, and with 

Chemical refrigerants preserve meat . .. nitrogen gas vacuums and great pressures, Units of UCC now sepa- 

‘ rate or combine nearly one-half of the many elements 
= coe safeguards the purity of canned foods : 
)) oe . dew foe”? of the earth. 
| KN ... ethylene oxide and “dry ice” pro- 
Eg . Be libeanead pata: 
er K tect wheat before it is milled ... stain N I O N C R B I D E 

patie 4H\ less steel tanks prevent contamination f N 

a v of foods and beverages. .. and plastics AND CARBON CORPORATION 

. a —. ——§|_ i x 

line many food containers. 30 East 42nd Street New York 17, N.Y. 

Food preservation has become an industrial science Products of Divisions and Units include— 
© ALLOYS AND METALS . CHEMICALS ° PLASTICS 

—and well illustrates the fact that when man has ELECTRODES, CARBONS, AND BATTERIES 

better materials he can do better things. INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARBIDE



A 

SE CAMPUS NOTES ... = See “eyes NAA AN (continued from page 26) 

ote a A Noa ey SSN Fifth Anniversary 

VAS BA dia i A OND The middle of k SAAS i\ . NN we e middle of January marks 

i y My A Ro aN the fifth year as secretary to the 
Pe vo ee eo AN Dean of Engineering School fo: 

a we. os ~~ weal SR 8 Mildred Bowar, one of the three 
\ TwWoOw wr Ss \ A) fair lassies at the desks in D \ Mo ee — air lassies at the desks in Dean 

\ ec A Withey’s outer office. 

\ (og Fee OFA Victory! 
(eg , eae) The curtain is down, the ballots 

ae ' are in—and the tally shows that Ed 
Brenner, ChE 4, was triumphant in 

the recent campus election for sen- 
ior cl resident. Congratulation: PROBLEM — You are designing a diathermy unit. Included in the mest OT igning y : prexy! 

electrical circuit are variable elements which must be adjusted ° 
during operation. The control knobs must be located where they . 
will be convenient to the operator. The variable elements them- MESW Meeting 
selves must be ee in the cabinet wniees they il be easy The vegdlae meeting. of MES W. 
to mount, to wire and to service. How wou you do it? was held on Tuesday, Dec. 3, at 

7:30 P.M., acting president, Jim 
THE SIMPLE ANSWER Woodburn, presiding. 

Use an S.S.White remote control type aes A general discussion by Messrs. 
flexible shaft to couple each variable wr fi R. L. Daggett, R. J. Harker, D. J. 
element to its control knob. This simple ‘amir a Mack, and V. C. Rideout, viewed 
arrangement makes it possible to Ly j y : wh [ the advantages and disadvantages - place the elements and their controls al | | iL of vatious types of companies from 
anywhere you want them. And you | | * wed | es i the Engineers’ standpoint. Mr. Ride- will find, too, that operation with these eS sry: fi out opened the discussion with. a 
shafts S.08, smooth and sensitive Thi ¢ EI aes vfs | If general introduction to the issue. 

direct oooh a Receae Scr iiilie aha | i The Engineers’ position in a small 

ie arg ik ¢ e s i tor his | cum if company was discussed by Mr. Dag- 
signe: t du uilt especially for this } wea ee || gett, while Mr. Harker viewed the 
type of duty. ‘ | large company and Mr. Mack dis- * acre ey d 3 

1 : ; 1) cusse: a government Position. 

This is just one of hundreds of remote %@ / Many advantages and disadvan- 
control and power drive problems to tages of either type of company 
which S.S.White flexible shafts pro- were brought to light, and all pres- 
vide a simple answer. That’s wh Here's how one well known elec- ent felt that the questions which . P' . wpe 3 y tronic equipment manufacturer q . every engineer should be familiar with did it, The flexible shaft (arrow) had come to their minds when 
the range and scope of these “Metal connects control knob at top to thinking of post graduation days a = ’ a variable element at the bot- ’ Muscles”* for mechanical bodies. tom rear. were somewhat clearer after the dis- 

GE A cussion. 

\ ssthes A ° wer’ " & 6 

\ Pu WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4501 ; Scholarship Awauds 
9 18 It gives essential facts and engineering data | 9 9 9 —_ 

yer L about flexible shafts and their application. A Four engineering students were 
\ __sagttere = \ copy is yours free for the asking. Write today. recently awarded $500 scholarships 
¥ through the John Morse Memorial 

S. S. WHITE “Feeds Mork Foundation. John Slater, CE 3, 
R. Ray Weeks, EE 3, Daniel Mc- e oe 2 > 

THE S. S, WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO. INDUSTRIAL DIVISION Donald, ME 3, and Ed Brenner 
DEPT. C, 10 EAST 40th ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Yiu . : 
ASMIOLE SHATTS + PLEKISAE SHAFT TOOLS + alectary accessoRIES ChE 4, all scholastic high-hono 

baotaen sane: = ashe Waites > ComaaGt Plasmes wouDees students, were the recipients of the 
® 

Oncol Americas AMAA Industrial Enterprises, §—§— >atd. 
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